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1
Getting Started

First Time Start-up

When starting MediaSwitcher 3 for the first time, the user is presented with a dialog requesting their name and e-mail. Please enter that information and click OK to proceed.
A trial period of 30 days will then begin where all features of the software are enabled.
Each time the user starts during this trial period, they will be reminded of this. At any time
during the trial period, the user may register the software by following the steps in the registration section of this manual.
Once the main window of the program has opened, configuration is ready to begin. The
configuration window should open automatically for a system without any configuration information entered.
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System Configuration

System configuration in MediaSwitcher is performed by going to the Configuration Window. The configuration window is available
from the window menu.
The configuration window is shown below.
The left side of the window contains icons for
the section to be selected. Those sections are: Switch, Source, Screens and program settings and preferences.
1.) Switches
a.) Choose if the system
being installed is a 1G or a
2G system.
b.) choose how many
switches are being installed
in the system. Most systems
will only use a single switch.
If the system contains two or
more switches that are confi g u r e d t o o p e r a t e i n
“stacked” mode, this is still considered a single switch.
c.) Choose the brand of switch being used from the pull-down menu. Important: If a
“Layer 3” architecture is being used, be sure to choose one of the “layer 3 mode” selections.
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d.) Fill out the information on the switch: IP address of the switch, username, password. Select the checkboxes if the switch is in stacked mode, if Power Over Ethernet
(PoE) is being used or if SSH mode is desired.
Once all of the switch information is completed, then click on the “Sources” icon.
2.) Sources
a.) Enter the number of
video sources in the system
in the box provided.
b.) Double Click the
mouse in the name column of
the list.

The line being

clicked will highlight and The
cursor will be displayed.
Once the name is typed, double click in the VLAN column
and enter the VLAN ID number. VLAN IDs are typically any number between 2 and 4096. If the system being installed
is using Just Add Power’s “Layer 3” architecture, best practices have the VLAN IDs starting at 11.
c.) Enter the port number on the switch that the transmitter is being plugged into.
d.) If stacked mode was selected in the switch page, a stack column will appear. Enter the
stack ID number in the stack column.
e.) If multiple switches are being used, select the switch from the pop-up menu where this
transmitter is connected.
f.) If Layer 3 is being used, please enter the IP address of the transmitter.
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g.) Optional - select the appropriate Icon from the icon window
at the right of the configuration window and drag the icon with
the mouse to the desired source line. The line will highlight. Release the mouse and that icon will be added. Now whenever
this source is selected, this icon will be shown.
MediaSwitcher comes with over 200 icons.

Additional icons

can be added by simply dropping those image files onto this
window. When opening this window in the future, user added
icons will be shown at the top of the list.
Once all of the source information has been entered, click on
the “Screens” icon.
3.) Screens
a.) Enter the number of
video screens in the system in the box provided.
b.) Double click in the
name column.

Enter the

name of the TV screen.
c.) Enter the port number of the switch where the
receiver is being plugged
into.
d.) If stacked mode was selected in the switch page, a stack column will appear. Enter the stack ID number in the stack column.
e.) If multiple switches are being used, select the switch from the pop-up menu where
this transmitter is connected.
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f.) If Layer 3 is being used, please enter the IP address of the receiver.
g.) If it is desired to hide a screen from view in the software, please click the checkbox in the hide column for that screen. Hiding a screen can be useful when it is desired to
prevent any changes to a screen from a particular installation.
4.) Preferences
Click on the preferences icon in the left
column to get to the
preferences screen.
Here basic program
control preferences can
be set/modified.
a.) Control Preferences (advanced users
only): If MediaSwitcher
is going to be controlled by another control system, please select the appropriate options here. If the control system will interface
to the MediaSwitcher computer’s RS-232 port, then check that box and select the proper
serial port. If the remote system will connect to MediaSwitcher via a telnet (TCP/IP) connection, then check that box. Select which network interface card is desired for the remote connection. Enter the port to which the remote system connects. By default this
number is 65000. If remote control of MediaSwitcher will not be used, then leave these
boxes unchecked. See the section on the control API for more information.
b.) Communicate with Other MediaSwitcher Clients on LAN:

If additional

MediaSwitcher clients (including MediaSwitcher Web) will be running on the LAN and controlling the system, select this box to enable synchronization between the machines running MediaSwitcher.

Then when a change is made on one of the machines, it will be

picked up and reflected in the others.
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c.) Source settings to use on startup - Select the button for the desired behavior of
MediaSwitcher on startup. “Load Nothing” will not do any recall of previous source selections. The screen icons on the main window will stay black until a source is selected.
“Last Used Sources” will recall and load the sources active when MediaSwitcher was last
quit. “Load Default Sources” will cause a stored set of default sources to be loaded and
the screens set to those sources. Saving a set of default sources will be covered in the
chapter on main window operation.
d.) Plink SSH Client Location (* Windows Only *): If it is
desired to use SSH connections
when communicating with the
switch, it will be necessary to
download and install a helper
program named Plink that will
perform the SSH communication (OS X and Linux has SSH
support already installed).
Download the software from:
http://bit.ly/1b98UAm Once the
software is downloaded and installed, set the file path to
plink.exe by selecting it here.
e.) Layer 3 Control VLAN ID: This option becomes visible when running in Layer 3
mode. This ID normally will not need to be changed from the default ID of 10, but if the
network being used for Just Add Power uses a diﬀerent VLAN for the control VLAN then
enter this value here.
Once all the desired configuration information has been entered, click on the OK/Save button to save the settings and return to the main window. If changes were made to any of
the settings, the main window will close and be re-loaded.
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Other Buttons in the Configuration Window:
- Load An External Configuration File - Clicking the “Load” button will allow the loading of
a text (CSV) based file in the proper format for loading most of the settings for
MediaSwitcher. InstallerPro™ generates files that are readable from this selection. Use
this to load in the file generated by InstallerPro™.
- Export Settings: - Clicking Export will save a text (CSV) based configuration file. This
can then be copied to another machine for easy loading of most critical settings.
For more information on the format of the CSV file, please see the appendix.
- Open Configuration Folder - Clicking this button causes the operating system to open
the folder that contains the settings files for MediaSwitcher.
- Cancel and Save - Used to cancel out of the settings window or save the settings to the
database.
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Registration

MediaSwitcher is licensed software and must be purchased to be used beyond the initial
30 day window. Registration is performed in the registration window. The window is
opened from the application menu in OS X or from the help menu in Windows and Linux.
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Enter the name and address that will be used to receive the registration key. The key provided by Just Add Software is tied to the name, email address and the provided registration ID. The registration ID cannot be changed. It is based on specific aspects of the computer where MediaSwitcher will be installed.
Select the appropriate version of the software that was purchased (Lite, Standard, Pro or
Custom). Also, if the add-on Video Wall control option was purchased, be sure to check
that as well.
Once a name and e-mail address are entered and a version set, the “Send Registration Request” button will become enabled. Click on this button and an e-mail will be generated
and sent to Just Add Software. Upon receipt, Just Add Software will verify the software
purchase and issue the license code. Please note: This is not an instant or automated
process. It make take up to 24 hours for a code to be sent. If you need assistance please
contact Just Add Software support at support@justaddsoftware.net. Sometimes (particularly from foreign locations), the Send Registration Request button does not function properly and the email is never generated. If we have not responded to your request, please
contact us and provide us with the name, e-mail and the Registration ID shown in the window. We will then generate the key and send it.
Once the key is received, enter it in the space provided. Then click “Register.” If registration is successful, a prompt will appear indicating success.
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2
Main Window Operation

The main window is the center of all Media Switcher operations. From here, the video distribution is controlled as well as the ability to turn TVs on and oﬀ, control devices and
more. The purpose of this chapter will be to associate the reader with the main features of
this window and detail its operations.
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Basic Operation and Layout
The main window consists of a set of icons representing each of the TV screens in the installation. By default, if no selection has been made for a screen the screen icon is black
indicating it is in an unknown or oﬀ state. When a source is selected for the screen, the
screen changes to a blue color or if an icon has been defined for that source, it changes to
the color of the icon. The name of the source will then be shown underneath the screen.
Selecting Video
To select the video source desired for a particular TV, simply
click on the TV screen icon. A menu will appear showing the
sources. Select the desired source from the list and release.
The commands will be sent to the switch. If an icon is defined for that source, the icon will change, otherwise a TV
with a blue screen will be shown. The name for the source
will be shown underneath the TV. The new source name will
also be checked in the menu of sources.
If Power over Ethernet (PoE) is being used, the option to “Turn
Screen Oﬀ” will be shown underneath all the source names. Selecting this option turns oﬀ PoE to the receiver (it does not necessarily
turn the TV itself oﬀ).
Changing Text Size and Color
It is sometimes desirable to change the text size of the
TV screen name or source name. To do this for individual screens, right click on the text that it is desired to
change.

A menu will show up with several options.

One is to adjust text size. The text size can either be
adjusted up or down a size at a time, or the text size can be selected from a list of available sizes.
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It is also possible to change the color of the text. Select text color from the menu. A color
picker window will then appear. Select the desired color and the text will then be set to
that color.
Each screen can have its own text size and color definitions.
To change size or color for all screens globally, go to the edit
menu in the menu bar at the top of the window. From there select the change text size or change text color options. Now any
changes made will globally aﬀect all the screens.
Change the Logo
If it is desired to change to a diﬀerent logo from the default Just Add Software logo, simply
drop an image file on top of the logo and the new image will be saved to the database and
loaded at startup. To delete a custom logo, put the mouse cursor over the image and type
ctrl-backspace. The default Just Add Software logo will no show.
Changing the Background
Custom backgrounds can be added to the inset part of the main window. To add a custom image such as a room layout, simply select the image from where it resides on the
computer and drag it to the main window in MediaSwitcher. Release the mouse and the
image will be copied and loaded into MediaSwitcher’s main window. This image will stay
in place until it is deleted from MediaSwitcher. To delete the image, put the cursor anywhere there is a blank space in the main window and hit the backspace/delete key.
Moving Screens Around
Once an image has been dropped onto the main page, it may be desirable to move the TV
screens to their corresponding places so that a map of the room/installation can be seen.
This can allow for a very user friendly and easy overview of the entire video system.
To move a screen around, hold down the shift key while clicking on a screen. Then you
can move the screen around anywhere that is desired.

Once screens are moved into
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place, it is possible to change the magnification of the image. A slider will appear at the
bottom of the window allowing changes in the zoom. This way for a large image, one can
zoom out to see the entire image and all screens.
If it is desired to reset the screens to their original “grid” locations, then from the edit menu
select “Reset Custom Screen Positions.” All screens will go back to their original, default
positions.
The image below is an example of using both a custom background and custom screen
positions.
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Right Click Menus
By right clicking on a TV screen, a number of additional menus will show up depending on
the type of device and license package.
The basic right click menu oﬀers the ability to reset the switch
ports where the source or the screen is connected. Selecting
this command will take the switch port oﬀ line and then reenable it. Some switches occasionally have their ports lock up
and this command can be used to fix that.
If the license class is standard or greater, a menu to show the
remote control panel is oﬀered. Please see the chapter on the remote control panel for
more information.
If a layer 3 architecture is being used, then options will be presented to turn the receiver’s HDMI port on and oﬀ. Also, the option to show the On Screen Display window and the option to
upload images to the receiver’s splash screen will also be
given.

Please see the chapter on the On Screen Display for

more information.
If the screen has a 2G+ receiver, additional options are given
that will send CEC commands to the receiver to be sent to the
TV. These commands are to set the HDMI input, turn the TV on
and oﬀ and to toggle mute. Please note that not all TVs work
with all CEC commands. It can be hit or miss. MediaSwitcher is not at fault if some commands do not work.
Presets, Sequences and Groups
If Presets, Sequences or Groups are configured, additional controls will be shown on the
main screen allowing control of these items. For more information on presets, sequences
or groups, please see their respective chapters.
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3
Main Window Menus
This chapter will review in more detail the functions of the various menus in the main window. Please keep in mind that there are some diﬀerences between operating system platforms and where the menus may show. These will be noted. Additionally, some versions
of MediaSwitcher do not have all functions enabled and will not show some menus. This
manual will show the menus available on the Pro version.
Application Menu (OS X Only):
The following items are available in the application menu on OS X:
- About MediaSwitcher - shows a screen with information
about the program including the current version, etc.
- Just Add Software Website - selecting this item, will open
the default web browser app and load Just Add Software’s
website.
- Register - Selecting Register will open the registration window where the software’s license key can be entered
File Menu:
- Save Current Settings As Default - Selecting this item
will save the current screen/source configuration as the
default in the MediaSwitcher database.
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- Load Default Sources - Selecting this item will load the previously saved default settings
and change the screens to those settings.
- Save Preset (Standard and Higher only) - Save Preset will save the current source settings for each screen to a preset. A window will show requesting to save the name of the
preset.
- Check for New Version - This option will check to see if a new version of MediaSwitcher
is available for download. If so, a window will open to download the new version. Once
downloaded, MediaSwitcher will quit and the installer will be opened.
- Update Just Add Power Firmware - This option is available for layer 3 installations only.
This allows for updating of the firmware for any or all Just Add Power devices on the network. See the firmware update chapter for more information.
Edit Menu:
The Edit Menu is shown on the right. The first items
are standard items provided by the operating system
such as cut and paste, etc.
- Lock Configuration - If a password is set for the
switch, then this menu item becomes available. Selecting this option will lock all configuration options in
MediaSwitcher and will only allow basic operational
changes. This can be used in order to prevent unauthorized users from making configuration changes in
the system.
- Reset Custom Screen Positions - If the position of any of the screens has been moved,
this item will move them back to their original grid position.
- Decrease Text Size - This will decrease all text sizes on the screen controls by one point.
- Increase Text Size - This will increase all text sizes on the screen by one point
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- Set Text Size - A menu will show up allowing a specific font size to be set for the text on
all the screens.
- Reset Text Size - Resets all text to its default size
- Set Text Color - A color selector window will be shown allowing changing the color of the
text in all the screen controls.
- Reset Text Color - Resets the text color to the default, black, for all controls
- Display OnScreen Text on All Screens (available for Layer 3 installations only) - Opens
the OnScreen Display window allowing the entered text to be displayed on all screens simultaneously.
Switch Menu:
Save Current Settings to Switch - Selecting this item will
perform a save on the switch of the current settings for
each port as the default at startup. This way, in case of
a power failure, when the switch reboots, the desired screens will be loaded automatically
without any user intervention.
PoE Commands - If PoE is being used, the option to turn all PoE Devices on or oﬀ will also
be shown.
2G+ Devices Menu:
This menu shows up only in layer 3 installations where there
is at least one 2G+ receiver. These commands will have no
eﬀect on a standard 2G receiver.
The menu is shown on the right hand side. The options are
fairly self explanatory. All screens can be turned oﬀ or on,
muted or un-muted. As well, the HDMI input for all screens
can be set simultaneously.
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Selecting the desired item will send the appropriate CEC command to all the receivers. As
stated previously, not all screens respond to all CEC commands. It is up to the user to ensure that the commands sent will work properly with the screens in the system.
Window Menu:
The window menu is used to move
between diﬀerent windows in
MediaSwitcher.

The window menu

is shown at the right. Depending on
the license level of MediaSwitcher,
some of these items will not be
shown.
- Configuration Window - Selecting this item will open the configuration window allowing
the settings of MediaSwitcher to be changed.
- Preset Editor (available in Standard license and higher) - Allows for editing and creating
presets. Please see the chapter on the Presets, Groups and Sequences for more information.
- Preset Window (available in Standard license and higher) - Opens a window with a series
of buttons for each preset that has been saved. See the chapter on Presets, Groups and
Sequences for more information.
- Screen Group Window (available in Pro license and higher) - Allows for editing and creating Screen Groups. See the chapter on Presets, Groups and Sequences for more information.
- Sequence Editor (available in Pro license and higher) - Allows for editing, creating and
running sequences. See the chapter on Presets, Groups and Sequences for more information.
- Show Big Control Panel (available in Pro license and higher) - Opens a full screen remote
control window with 121 buttons available for each source and screen combination. Al-
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lows for controlling numerous devices over TCP/IP. See the chapter on controlling devices for more information.
- SwitchConsole for... - The title and quantity of this item changes depending on the brand
and IP address of the switch(es) in the system. Selecting this item will open the console
window for that switch. If there are multiple switches in the system, there will be a menu
item for each switch.
- Create New Video Wall Control (available only for licenses with Video Wall mode) - This
item will open a new Video Wall Control window allowing for configuration and operation
of a video wall. Multiple control windows can be created allowing for control of multiple
screen matrices.
- Video Wall x Control - Once a video wall has been configured and saved, a menu will
show for each video wall set up in the system. Selecting that item either opens the control window for that video wall or switches to that window if it is already open.
Help Menu:
- Help Window - Shows a window with basic help and instructions for the currently active
window (not available with all windows).
- Send Suggestion/Bug Report - Selecting this item opens a window allowing a suggestion request or a bug report to be sent to Just Add Software.
The following items are available under the help menu in Windows and Linux only:
- About MediaSwitcher - shows a screen with information about the program including the current
version, etc.
- Just Add Software Website - selecting this item,
will open the default web browser app and load
Just Add Software’s website.
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- Register - Selecting Register will open the registration window where the software’s license key can be entered
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4
Presets, Sequences and Groups

Presets

Presets are a pre-defined source to screen relationship for two or more screens in the system. Presets are available for all license levels with the exception of MediaSwitcher Lite.
An unlimited number of presets can be defined. This section will cover the various operations of the preset functions in MediaSwitcher.
Creating Presets From the Main Window
To create a preset from the main window, set the desired sources for each screen and either choose File and then Save Preset or use the key combination shift-command-S in OS
X or Control-shift-S in Windows or Linux.

A window will open as shown on the right.

Choose the name of the Preset and click save. A popup menu will now be shown on the
main window if this is the first preset to be saved.
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Creating Presets From the Preset Editor Window:
To create presets from the Preset Editor Window, select Preset Editor from the Window
menu or use the key strokes shift-command-P in OS X or Control-Shift-P in Windows and
Linux. The following window will open:

1.) If creating a new preset enter the name of the Preset in the Preset Name field. If editing
a Preset, choose the preset to be edited from the pop-up menu by clicking on the arrow at
the right side of the field.
2.) For each screen in the preset, choose the desired source. It is not required to set a
source for each screen. If a screen is not included in the preset, it will not change when
the preset is activated.
3.) To save the preset, click on “Save Preset.” If a preset with the same name already exists, a prompt will be presented asking if you want to overwrite the existing preset.
4.) To reset all screens so that there is no source selected, click the “reset sources” button.
This is useful when creating multiple presets for large numbers of screens where not all
screens will be in the preset.
To delete a preset, select the desired preset form the list and click the Delete Preset button.
To make a preset active (set all the screens according to the preset), click the “Activate”
button.
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Using the Preset Window:
The Preset Window is a set of buttons with easy control to activate each preset. To open
the window, choose Preset Window from the Window Menu or use the key combination
Option-Command-P in OS X or Alt-Control-P in Windows and Linux. This window is
shown below:

The window will size appropriately depending on
how many presets have been created in
MediaSwitcher. Simply clicking on the button for
a preset sets that preset active and changes the
sources on the appropriate screens. When a preset is select in this window, the selection will also
be indicated in the preset pop-up menu in the
main window.
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Sequences

Sequences are time ordered sets of presets that change at a given time interval, time of
day or a combination of both.
MediaSwitcher.

They are available in the Pro and Custom versions of

Sequences can contain up to 20 presets.

An unlimited number of se-

quences can be created.
Sequences also contain a feature called “Triggers.” A trigger is a set of commands that
can be sent over IP to devices at the start and again at the end of the preset’s active time.
So for example, if it is desired to start a video playing on a DVR or media player at the
start of the preset and then pause it when the time is over.
To create sequences, first presets must be created. To open the Sequence Editor Window, select it from the Window menu or enter the keystrokes Control-Command-S in OS
X or Control-Alt-S in Windows and Linux.
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Sequence Editor Window:
The sequence editor window is shown below:

To create a Sequence:
1.) Select a Name for the Sequence if it is a new Sequence
2.) Enter the number of presets in the sequence. Up to 20 presets can be used. The example below uses 15 presets.
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3.) Select a preset for each of the pop-ups in the sequence.
4.) Set the time for the preset. The time can be in a number of minutes or the time of day.
Time of day is entered in 24 hour time as hh:mm. So 9:30 would mean 9:30 AM and 19:45
would mean 7:45 PM.
5.) If desired, set a trigger
for any or all presets by
clicking on the checkbox
for the preset in question.
Once that is done, the window at the right is shown.
A command for an AV device can be set to execute
at the start of the preset’s
time and a second one at
the end.

Enter the IP ad-

dress and TCP port for the
device to be controlled. Enter the command string in
the field labeled command string. When finished click the OK button.
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6.) Once the sequence is complete, click on Save Preset to save the preset.
To edit an existing sequence, select the sequence from the pop-up of the Sequence Name
field. It will then be shown, filled out in the window. Make the desired changes and then
click the Save Sequence button. A prompt will appear confirming that you want to overwrite the sequence. Click OK to continue.
To Delete a Sequence, select it from the list and click the Delete Sequence button.
To start a sequence running, select the desired preset and click the “Execute Sequence”
button. The sequence will begin running. A progress bar will be displayed at the bottom
of the window indicating the percentage of the total time completed for the current preset.
The currently active preset will be highlighted and the rest will be dimmed.
To repeat the sequence indefinitely, click the “Repeat” checkbox. The sequence will now
continue to repeat until the stop button is pressed.
To stop a sequence in the middle of operation, click the stop button.
A sequence can be created using Random presets. To do this, click the “Random Presets” checkbox.
Sequence Control on Main WIndow:
Once a sequence has been created, a
new pop-up menu will appear on the
main window.

Selecting a sequence

from this pop-up will start the sequence.
When a sequence is started, the sequence selection will be dimmed and a
stop button and progress indicator will
be shown.

Stopping the sequence re-

sets the view to what is shown above.
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Screen Groups

A screen group is defined as a set of TV screens that are set to the same source with a single control. Using screen groups, multiple screens can be changed to any source simultaneously. For example, if a sports bar has multiple bars with four TVs above each bar, and
wants the same programming at the corresponding TV in each bar, four screen groups can
be set up allowing each of the TVs to be changed as a group at every bar. In the diagram
below, each row of TVs is at a specific bar. The grey rectangles indicate the group. The
screens in each rectangle would all be on the same source.

Bar 1

Bar 2

Bar 3

Bar 4

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4
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To create a screen group, access the
Screen Group Window from the window menu as shown on the right.
Once done, the editor will appear as
shown below:

In this example, the checked screens are all part of group 1.

The source the group is

watching is set by the Video Source Pop-Up. Changing that will change the source displayed on all TVs in the group.
An unlimited number of groups are allowed. To make a new group simply type the group
name, select the TVs desired in the group by checking their checkboxes and clicking
Save. The source value is not saved with the group as it can change. To edit an existing
group, pick the group form the group name
list, make changes and click Save. A prompt
will appear asking to confirm the change. To
delete a group, select the group to be deleted
and click “Delete Group.”
Once a group has been created a new pop-up
is shown on the main window.

Select the

group desired and then select the source and
changes will be made to all screens in the
group.
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5
On Screen Display of
Text and Images

On Screen Text Display

DISPLAY TEXT
ON SCREEN

Available in Layer 3 mode, the On Screen text display function
lets the operator of MediaSwitcher display text messages on
screen on individual displays or all displays.
To display text on an individual display, right click on the display
where the text is desired.

From the menu, select “Open On

Screen Display Window.”
Displaying text on all displays is very similar except in this case, the selection is performed in the Edit menu available from the
menu bar of the window:
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Once either option is selected, the On Screen Display Window will be shown:

Indicates display getting
the text.

Enter the text to be
displayed here.
Choose to align the text on
the left side of the
screen or the center.

Choose the color of the
text. There is a
pre-defined list of
“standard” colors or a color
picker can be opened to select a custom color.

Choose the
level of transparency of
the text when displayed

Display the text.

Enter the number of seconds to
have the text displayed on the
screen. If 0 is left, the text will remain until Stop Display is clicked.

Choose the size of the
text. Recommended
size is approximately

Clear the text from the display.
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Showing Images on the Splash Screen

Just Add Power 2G/2G+ firmware version A5.13c allows
the for the upload and display of JPEG images on each receiver. MediaSwitcher includes a utility for uploading up to
50 images to each receiver.

Images can be display indi-

vidually by selection or a slideshow can be performed.
Selecting Pictures:
To select pictures to be uploaded to a receiver, right click
on the icon of the screen where you wish to display the images. Select, “Send Splash Images to Receiver” as shown
in the menu on the right. The image window will then be
displayed as shown on the next page.
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To add pictures, simply drag them into the area where indicated. Or select “Choose Images” to be presented with a dialog box to choose your images. When dropping images,
you can drop them in folders or groups of folders. In OS X, you can choose groups of folders or images from the dialog as well. A total of 50 images can be loaded at any time. If
more than 50 images are chosen, only the first 50 will be
uploaded.
Once the images have been
selected, they are uploaded
to the receiver.

During load-

ing, MediaSwitcher will scale
the images to the correct aspect ratio so they will look
correct on screen without any
distortion. It will then reduce
the size to the exact number
of pixels needed to display
the image (at this time, all Just Add Power receivers display the images in 640x480 resolution). A progress bar showing upload progress along with the name of each images will be
displayed on the bottom of the window.
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The images can be seen in the viewer section of the window. Click either of the arrow
buttons to move to another picture. Clicking on “Display Image” will cause the selected
image to be displayed on the receiver, the text on the button will change to “Display
Video.” Clicking it again will result in switching back to the video stream. To display a slide
show, enter the time between images and click the “play” button. The slide show will then
loop continually until stopped.
Please note the following when using the splash screen image functions:
1.) The Just Add Power hardware shows the images at 640x480 pixels, so the TV will be
forced to re-sync with the hardware. It is not a seamless transition.
2.) The images are not permanently kept in the receiver. Upon reboot of the receiver, they
will be removed.
3.) Invoking the upload procedure a second time, will replace any existing images regardless of how many were previously uploaded.
4.) If MediaSwitcher is quit and restarted, there is no control available for any existing images on the receiver. The upload procedure will need to be started again.
5.) While the Just Add Power hardware has a slideshow function, this is not what
MediaSwitcher uses.
6.) Each screen can have a separate upload. At this time, there is no “global” image upload command or capability in MediaSwitcher.
7.) Uploading too many sets of images can cause instability in the receiver and cause it to
reboot. Please be are of this when uploading images. It may be best to reboot the receiver before each upload cycle.
8.) Prior to doing any firmware updates, reboot any receiver that has received images.
This will ensure enough memory for the firmware update.
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6
Video Wall Control

MediaSwitcher Wall Control is an add-on enabled by the license code entered for the software. The Wall control feature enables full dynamic video wall control of the Just Add
Power hardware. MediaSwitcher’s video wall control supports video screen matrix sizes
of up to 16 rows and 16 columns. Multiple screen matrices are supported for systems that
need control of more than one matrix of displays. For each set of displays, multiple video
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wall images are supported. So on a 4x4 wall, control of four 2x2 images or other possible
combinations of images is supported.

The examples presented in this manual demon-

strate a 2x2 or a 3x3 sized video wall but the same principals apply regardless of size.
To create a new video wall, select “Create Video Wall Control” from the Window menu.
Once the control has been created, it will
show in the menu and is numbered starting with 1.

Additional controls for other

screen matrices will be labeled, 2, 3, etc.
Once a wall is created, it is not able to be
deleted.

Setting Up a Video Wall:
MediaSwitcher assumes that the screen matrix has already been configured using the web
page GUI of the Just Add Power hardware. If this has not been completed, please complete that setup first before configuring MediaSwitcher to control the video wall.

Upon creating a new video
wall control, the video wall
control window is displayed.
The initial display looks as
shown to the left.

Screens

will need to be assigned to
the wall, so click on the “configure” button.
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The video wall configuration window
will open.

In the upper right set the

number of rows and columns.

The

number of screens will adjust. Then select which screen is assigned to each
spot in the video wall.
Note that it is possible to assign a
screen to two diﬀerent positions in a
single matrix or even in multiple matrices. Please be sure that each screen is
only assigned to one position.
Once the screens have been assigned, click the Setup Sources tab in the window. The
fields here are used to enter the tearing delay values that should have been determined
during the initial configuration using the Just Add Power web GUI of the screen matrix.
The tearing delay values are entered to remove tears in the video image which typically occur in the second and higher rows of the video wall image. Each diﬀerent possible combination of video wall sizes needs
to have a tearing delay adjustment for each source. The delay for the first row is nearly always zero. Values for each additional row will need to be determined by viewing the image
and adjusting the delay until the
tear is moved oﬀ screen. Values
are typically in the 1000s of milliseconds. Fine adjustment can
be made by clicking on a
screen in the video wall control
window and adjusting the delay
there.
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Once everything has been entered click Save/Exit.
After a successful configuration, the video wall control window will now look
something like the image
on the right.

Each TV

screen is shown and identified with the name of the
current source in the lower
left corner and with the
icon of the source that has
been selected in the main
window.

Once a source

for the wall has been selected, enabling the video wall can be done in one of two ways. First the user can select
the number of rows and columns as well as the start row and the start column of the combined image by using the popup menus in the tool bar.
Once this is done, click the
“Set Wall” button.
The second way to enable
wall mode is by performing a
shift-click-drag selecting the
screens desired in the video
wall.

Once enabled, the

screen will look as shown to
the right.
Manipulating the Wall:
- Resize the wall by adjusting the number of rows or columns or the start row or start column using the pop-up menus. Alternatively, this can be done by a shift-click-drag.
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- Change the source by selecting a new source from the source popup menu.
- If the wall does not take up the entire matrix of screens, click on any screen and while
holding down the mouse, drag to another screen.

The position of the wall will now

change.
- To adjust an individual screen, click on that screen and
release. The window on the left will open. The screen
can be taken in and out of wall mode by checking or unchecking the box (example shown below right).

The

source can be changed. Adjust the tearing delay by entering a
new value
in the field
or by moving

the

slider. Any adjustments are saved to the settings database for later recall.

Adding Multiple Video Wall Images:
MediaSwitcher 3 allows for the creation of any number of video wall images on a screen
matrix. To add a new video wall, click the up arrow on the right side of the video wall control window menu bar. A new tab will appear with a diﬀerent background color. Select the
screens to be in this video wall image the same way as done previously. The image on the
right shows a 2x2 matrix of screens with two 2x1 images. The controls in the menu bar
control the image belonging to the frontmost tab. Remove a tab by clicking its close button or clicking the down arrow on the right side of the screen. Whatever remains as the
last tab cannot be removed. As changes are made, they are actively saved so the next
time the program starts the last settings will be recalled.
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Click the up arrow to add another tab.
MediaSwitcher “layers” the images similar
to the way photographs would be layered
when stacked on top of each other. Clicking on a tab makes that image the top most
layer.
The image on the right shows the fourth tab

of a five layer wall with all screens as
part of the wall.
Clicking on the third tab makes the
wall image on the third tab the top
most layer as shown on below.
As can be seen, image 3 is layered
on top of image 4. If the second tab
is clicked, then the wall image for
tab two is moved to the forefront and
placed on top of the layers. The
image below shows this example.
While it may not make sense to
layer normal video content in
manners such as this, the example illustrates the power of MediaSwitcher’s video wall control capability. For certain things like artistic displays, the layering could
be very useful.
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The video on the screens will adjust to show similar to what is being displayed in the software. Depending on the size of the video wall, it may take a few seconds for the changes
to be made for all screens.
As sources are changed in the wall window, the main window will change accordingly so
that all screen icons display the correct source.
Video Wall controls for additional screen matrices are added in the similar fashion to the
first control. Each is completely independent from the other. The only limit to the number
of screen matrices is the number of screens in the system.
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7
Device Control

For license levels standard and above, MediaSwitcher 3 features a very powerful and flexible device control feature. Any device that is capable of being controlled via TCP/IP can
be set up and controlled in MediaSwitcher. This would include cable boxes, DVRs, BluRay
players, lighting systems and more. Devices that are controllable via IR only can use devices such as Just Add Power’s IR Manager or IR blaster boxes from OnControls, Global
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Cache or Bitwise Solutions. It is up to the user to program the correct IR codes for these
boxes. At this time MediaSwitcher does not provide a library of devices or commands.
MediaSwitcher 3 features two remote control windows. One is screen based and features
a 22 programmable buttons. Each screen’s remote control window is unique. For Pro licenses and higher, the second is what is labeled the “Big
Control Panel.” It features 121 programmable buttons.
It is global and not tied to a specific screen.
To get to the remote control window for a screen, right
click on the screen’s icon and select “Show Remote
Control.”
The initial remote control window will look as shown at the
left below. Buttons with no programming are shaded red.
The top 12 buttons all have “suggested” icons but these
can be changed during programming.

Changing the

screen name from the pop-up menu will switch to the remote panel for the new screen. Changing the source will
change the source for that screen and bring up that
source’s programmed codes. Note that each screen has
unique programming capable for each source. So in this
example, any codes programmed for TivoPremier on the
Living Room screen, are unique.

Changing to another

room, will switch to that room’s programming under TivoPremier which may or may not be the same as the codes
under Living Room. Buttons can be programmed for ANY
device on the network. Not just the source device or the
TV. Any button can be programmed to anything.
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Entering Learning Mode
1.) To enter learning mode and program buttons, right click in
any blank area of the remote window (any area not on a button).
A menu will show titled “Program Remote Control.”
Once selected a message will appear as shown below. Click
OK to continue.

2.) Once in learning mode, the background of the remote control window will be shaded green and “Learning Mode” will be
indicated on the window. Click on the desired button to be programmed. To exit learning mode, press the Escape key.
3.) Once the button to be programmed is pressed, the button
programming window is opened as shown below:
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The left panel contains icons for each button. Icons can be added to the library of icons
by dragging and dropping an image file into the window. These will then show up under
“User Saved Icons.” To show or hide a section of icons, click the disclosure icon next to
the section title. In OS X this is a triangle; in Windows and Linux it is a box with a + or sign inside. Icon categories are: User Saved Icons, Transport, Miscellaneous, Numbers,
Directional, Devices, Channels.
Select the desired icon for the button being programmed.
4.) Enter the desired command to
send in the large blank text area.
Multiple commands can be entered if required. If a carriage return is to be sent with the code enter
\x0D or 0x0D for the return. If the return key is pressed at the end of the command, this
will be entered automatically.
5.) Select where the command will be sent.
If the system is a layer 3 install clicking “Second Command to TV Screen” will send the
command to port 6752 (the RS-232 port) of the Just Add Power receiver. Clicking “Send
Command to Source Device” will send to port 6752 (the RS-232 port) on the Just Add
Power transmitter. If it is desired to send a CEC command click the “Send as CEC command over 2G+” checkbox (only visible with 2G+ devices).
If the command is to be send to another network device or to the shell of a Just Add
Power device, click the “Send to AV Device” button. Enter the IP address and port used
for communication.
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6.) The Device and Code pop-ups are used for
easy recall of commands already entered. For example, if a “Play” code was already entered for
the TivoPremier on another TV screen’s remote
panel, that code will be available to be selected.
Simply select the device name and the corresponding code in the code pop-up menu. Everything will be automatically entered. Use of these
is entirely optional. Codes are saved for each device automatically as they are entered by the user.
Once the code has been entered properly, click the “OK” button.
The programming window will close. The button on the remote control panel is now updated. Click the next button to continue programming. Once programming is complete, press the escape key to exit
learning mode.
The image on the right shows a remote
window with all buttons programmed
and icons assigned.

Pressing any of

these keys will execute the programming command(s) for that button.
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Big Control Panel:
The “Big” Control panel is designed to be used in cases where a large system control
panel is desired. It functions similarly to the individual remote for each screen. The window without any programming is shown below:

Programming is done just as it is for the screen based remote control panel. If buttons
have already been programmed for a particular screen/source combination, those will
show up here. In the image below, we’d already programmed the TivoPremier in Living
Room so those buttons show up in the big panel:
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Changing the source in the pull down on this widow performs the change in the video matrix for that screen as well. So it is conceivable that this window could be used full screen
and all operations controlled for it. As with the smaller remote panel, each screen can
have its own unique buttons for each source allowing for a very large number of devices to
be controlled.
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8
Updating Firmware
For layer 3 installs, MediaSwitcher features the ability to update the firmware on one or
more Just Add Power devices simultaneously. At present, MediaSwitcher does not check
for the latest firmware version available. This will need to be obtained from the Just Add
Power website.
To update the firmware, select “Update Just Add
Power Firmware” from the File menu.
The update firmware window
shows all the configured devices broken into TV Screens
and Video Source groups. If
the device is connected the
font will be in bold type face.
Select the devices to update.
Multiple devices can be selected by a normal shift-click
or command-click in OS X or
alt-click in Windows and
Linux.
Click the “Update Firmware”
button when all devices have
been selected.
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The “firmware” column now indicates that the firmware is being uploaded.

Once the firmware has been uploaded to the hardware, the update process begins. Progress bars will appear in the firmware column showing the progress of the update.

When a device has finished, it reboots. This is noted in the firmware column. Once the device has restarted, MediaSwitcher will connect to the device and show the new firmware
version in the Firmware column.
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9
Advanced Topics
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MediaSwitcher API for external control

MediaSwitcher™ contains an API (Application Programming Interface) allowing control of
the software from external devices. This section of the manual will break out the format
and commands of the MediaSwitcher Command Protocol™.
There are two diﬀerent ways an external control system or application can interface with
MediaSwitcher. The first is by using either telnet or RS-232 control. To set this up, please
go to the configuration window and click on Preferences to show the preference screen:

If RS-232 control is desired, select “Use Serial Control” and set the baud rate. Then connect the MediaSwitcher computer via RS-232 to your control system.
If TCP/IP control is desired, select from the available IP addresses shown in the pop-up. If
the computer running MediaSwitcher has just one active network interface, then only one
address will be shown. If there are multiple network interfaces, select the correct one that
will be used to interface with MediaSwitcher. Then set the port number to connect over.
We recommend using a high port number like the default 65000.
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Any command sent over the RS-232 or TCP/IP connections will cause MediaSwitcher to
execute and make those changes as well as update its user interface.
The second form of communication with MediaSwitcher is via UDP packets. Sending commands via UDP can be used to send commands to multiple MediaSwitcher clients (web or
desktop) that are running on the network. Unlike TCP/IP, UDP communications are not
guaranteed. Therefore, MediaSwitcher uses UDP communications for user interface updates only. So commands sent via UDP, will cause MediaSwitcher’s interface to change
and update, but the control system will need to make the actual changes on the switch.
To use UDP, have the control system connect first to the MediaSwitcher UDP group at IP
address 229.236.236.236. MediaSwitcher clients are set to listen on this address. All
UDP commands are then sent to this address.
The commands used for communication are identical regardless of method used to connect.
Commands:
Command Conventions:
- Carriage Returns: This manual identifies the carriage return character by the use of <cr>.
The actual “<cr>” characters are not to be sent, but instead, the appropriate carriage return symbol or string in the control system. Many times this is like \x0D or \r\n or similar.
- Source and Screen Numbers: Sources and screens are numbered beginning with 1 as
the first screen or source entered in the MediaSwitcher configuration window and going
up to the final number of sources or screens.
- Presets, Sequences and Groups are also numbered with the first item being created as
number 1 and going up from there.
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If a TCP/IP (telnet) connection is
made, a “MediaSwitcher” shell
appears and provides a prompt
along with feedback (RS-232
does not yet provide feedback.
UDP will not provide feedback
by design).
TCP/IP specific commands:
Using a TCP/IP connection, specific commands can be sent to
the system to query information:
sources?<cr>
Responds with a numbered list of what sources are set on each screen:

In this example, there are four screens as there are 4 numbers returned (we also know this
from our setup). The response contains the word “Sources:” followed by a list of the
source number currently assigned to each screen beginning with the first. So in this example, screen 1 is on source 5 and screens 2, 3 and 4 are on source 1.
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MediaSwitcher responds with “OK” after each successful command and then gives the
command prompt. If a command is incorrect, invalid or contains other incorrect information, MediaSwitcher responds with, “MediaSwitcher Command Processor encountered an
error.”
Setting Sources on Screens:
Screen#-Source#<cr>
For example, if you wanted to set
screen 4 to source 5, the command
would be:
4-5<cr>
where <cr> is a carriage return. The
second character is the dash, -, and
is required.
When using TCP/IP connections,
MediaSwitcher reports back the new source assignments for each screen after successful
completion of the command. As can be seen above, the fourth screen is now on source 5.
Setting a Preset:
.Preset#<cr>
For example, if you wanted to set the
system to preset 3, the command
would be:
.3<cr>
where <cr> is a carriage return.
In the example to the right, sending .3
sets all screens to source number 6 which is what is configured for that preset.
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For Starting a Sequence:
/Sequence#<cr>
For example, if you wanted to start sequence 2, the command would be:
/2<cr>
Where again, <cr> is a carriage return.
To stop a sequence from executing type /00<cr>.
For Changing the Source of a Screen Group:
GGroup#-Source#<cr>
So for example, to set Group 1 to
Source 2, the command would be:
G1-2<cr>
As shown in the image on the right,
the software reports back the source
values as they are being set.
Save and Recall to Memory:
Sometimes it may be desired to temporarily save (and later recall) the current source value
for each screen without creating a preset or saving it as default. The MediaSwitcher Command Protocol allows for this to happen. Save the current source values to memory.
Make any desired changed and later recall the original values from memory. Please note
that if MediaSwitcher quits for any reason, the source values saved to memory will be lost.
To save and recall, issue the following commands:
.s<cr>
.r<cr>

- Saves the current source settings to memory
- Recalls the current source settings and applies them.
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The image below shows an example of using save and recall in operation:

Video Wall Control:
Video Wall Control using the MediaSwitcher Command Protocol was working in
MediaSwitcher 2. Due to the changes in the video wall for MediaSwitcher 3, it has temporarily been disabled. It will be added back in a future release.
This command protocol also works via the following interfaces:
Keyboard:
Using any keypad, the main window can be controlled by typing the appropriate keys. MediaSwitcher™ must be the active application with the main window as the active window
in order for this to work. When using the keyboard, the carriage return is not used after
commands. Enter the command minus the carriage return and about 2 seconds after the
command is finished, the change will be executed. So for example to set screen 1 to
source 3, just type: 1-3.
MediaSwitcher™ also supports the Bitwise Controls BC-IRI IR to RS-232 module (
http://www.bitwisecontrols.com/bc-iri.php ). This device recognizes Sony or NEC IR
codes and converts them into data that is readable from the RS-232 serial port. MediaSwitcher™ is set up to recognize and interpret IR codes from NEC device code 0. The
Pronto Hex codes for NEC device 0 are available from Bitwise Controls at:
http://www.bitwisecontrols.com/downloads/NEC_0-255.zip. They are also available from
Just Add Software at: http://downloads.justaddsoftware.net/BCIRI_RemoteCodes.zip.
Because of the limited amount of IR codes needed to control the video matrix at this time,
MediaSwitcher™ recognizes the codes for the following keys in the NEC remote files:
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Digits 0-9
Delimiter (the “-” key)
Enter
Favorites
List
Commands sent via IR are sent in the same was as detailed in the section on the MediaSwitcher™ Control Protocol. The “-” character is represented by the Delimiter IR code.
For presets the “Favorites” IR code is used instead of a period. And for Sequences, the
List IR code is used instead of the forward slash. There is no support for Groups or Save
and Recall using the BC-IRI.
Please contact Just Add Software support at
support@justaddsoftware.net for more information or help with the IR remote control feature.
Multiple MediaSwitcher™ Copies on LAN:
If you have multiple copies of MediaSwitcher™ on your LAN, they can be configured to
communicate with each other so that if a change is made on one client, those changes are
seen on all clients that have this feature enabled. To enable this be sure to check the
“Communicate with other MediaSwitcher Clients on LAN checkbox in the preferences section of the configuration window.
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MediaSwitcher Export File Format

The configuration file for MediaSwitcher™ is a comma delimited text file (CSV) that can be
edited manually in any text editor or spreadsheet program such as Excel. As a custom installer, a master spreadsheet template can be kept that is easily editable in a user friendly
environment such as Excel. To use the configuration in MediaSwitcher™ the spreadsheet
is simply exported as a CSV file. It can then be loaded into MediaSwitcher™ via the Load
Configuration File button. This can make it easy to rapidly deploy multiple installation
sites.
File Format:
Any lines beginning with a “!” will be interpreted by MediaSwitcher™ as a comment line
and will not be read. Such a line can be easily used to make the configuration file more
readable and understandable. An unlimited number of comment lines can be in the file.
Please note that MediaSwitcher™ does not save these comments. So any configuration
file written over by MediaSwitcher™ will lose the comments that may have been added.
Each line in italics below is a line in the CSV.
G1 or G2 - Use G1 for a 1st Gen System or G2 for a 2nd Gen system
Number Of Sources
Number of Screens
Switch IP Address
Switch Brand
Switch UserName
Switch Password
Switch TCP Connection Port (almost always port 23)
Stacked Configuration - True or False
Instant Receiver Configuration - True or False (usually false)
Source #1 Name,Physical Ethernet Port,VLAN ID,Stack ID,Instant Port,Instant stack
Source #2 Name,Physical Ethernet Port,VLAN ID,Stack ID,Instant Port,Instant stack,Layer3 IP Address, Layer3 Subnet
Source #3 Name,Physical Ethernet Port,VLAN ID,Stack ID,Instant Port,Instant stack, Layer3 IP Address, Layer3 Subnet
.
.
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.
LAN,Physical Ethernet Port,VLAN ID, StackID,InstantPort,Instant Stack,LAN IP, LAN Subnet
All HDIP Devices,,10,,,,ALL DEVICES IP,ALL DEVICES Subnet*
Source #x Name,Physical Ethernet Port,VLAN ID,Stack ID,Instant Port,Instant stack
Screen #1 Name,Physical Ethernet Port,Stack ID
Screen #2 Name,Physical Ethernet Port,Stack ID
Screen #3 Name,Physical Ethernet Port,Stack ID
.
.
Screen #y Name, Physical Ethernet Port,Stack ID

Here "x" and "y" are the final source and screen numbers.
Stack ID is the stack number in use. If the installation does not use stacked switches,
then this value should be 0.
Instant Port is the port for the instant receiver being used. If instant receivers are not being used, then this value should be 0. Instant receivers are only used in rare cases on 1G
systems. Usually this field will be left blank.
Instant Stack is the stack number for the instant receiver. If instant receivers or stacked
switches are not being used, then this value should be 0.
Layer3 IP Address and Layer3 Subnet fields need only be filled out if the switch has been
configured in Layer 3 mode.
*LAN line is optional for Layer 2 configurations, but required for Layer 3. The All HDIP Devices line can be removed for Layer 2 configurations.
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Examples:
For a First Generation system with 10 sources and 5 screens not using stacked switches
or instant receivers we would have the following:
G1
10
5
192.168.1.2
Cisco SG300 Series
cisco
cisco
23
False
False
Tivo HD1,1,10,0,0,0
Tivo HD2,3,11,0,0,0
Tivo HD3,5,12,0,0,0
AppleTV,7,13,0,0,0
Vudu XL,9,14,0,0,0
Boxee,11,15,0,0,0
BluRay1,13,16,0,0,0
BluRay2,15,17,0,0,0
SecurityCam1,17,18,0,0,0
SecurityCam2,19,19,0,0,0
Family Room,2,0
Living Room,4,0
MasterBedroom,6,0
Guest Bedroom,6,0
Den,10,0
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For the same configuration using stacked switches we would have:
G1
10
5
192.168.1.2
Cisco SG500 Series
cisco
cisco
23
True
False
Tivo HD1,1,10,1,0,0
Tivo HD2,3,11,1,0,0
Tivo HD3,5,12,1,0,0
AppleTV,7,13,1,0,0
Vudu XL,9,14,1,0,0
Boxee,11,15,1,0,0
BluRay1,13,16,1,0,0
BluRay2,15,17,1,0,0
SecurityCam1,17,18,2,0,0
SecurityCam2,19,19,2,0,0
Family Room,2,1
Living Room,4,2
MasterBedroom,6,1
Guest Bedroom,6,2
Den,10,2
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Let’s assume the same configuration but this time using a G2 system in Layer 3 Mode and
adding in some comment lines:
G2
!Next line is number of sources
10
!Next line is number of screens
5
192.168.1.2
Cisco SG300 Series
cisco
cisco
23
False
False
!Source Content is below
Tivo HD1,1,11,0,0,0,10.0.11.1,255.255.255.0
Tivo HD2,3,12,0,0,0,10.0.12.1,255.255.255.0
Tivo HD3,5,13,0,0,0,10.0.13.1,255.255.255.0
AppleTV,7,14,0,0,0,10.0.14.1,255.255.255.0
Vudu XL,9,15,0,0,0,10.0.15.1,255.255.255.0
Boxee,11,16,0,0,0,10.0.16.1,255.255.255.0
BluRay1,13,17,0,0,0,10.0.17.1,255.255.255.0
BluRay2,15,18,0,0,0,10.0.18.1,255.255.255.0
SecurityCam1,17,19,0,0,0,10.0.19.1,255.255.255.0
SecurityCam2,19,20,0,0,0,10.0.20.1,255.255.255.0
LAN,24,2,0,0,0,192.168.1,255.255.255.0
All HDIP Devices,,10,,,,10.0.10.1,255.255.255.0
Family Room,2,0
Living Room,4,0
MasterBedroom,6,0
Guest Bedroom,6,0
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Den,10,0
This file can be edited in a spreadsheet like Excel and saved as a comma delimited text
file (note that some spreadsheet programs add a trailing comma at the end of each line.
Excel does not do this and so is recommended). All information can be entered ahead of
time. Then to load the file, go to the configuration window and click on "Load Configuration File." You'll then be able to pick the file you want to load and it will then make the entries in that file the current configuration.
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Utility Programs

MediaSwitcher™ 3 includes two utility programs: MediaButtons™ and MediaCommand™.
MediaButtons™:
MediaButtons™ allows for control of a single video screen using user defined icons for the
individual source buttons. An example MediaButtons screen is shown above.
In this example, it is assumed that there are 5 diﬀerent cable or satellite boxes, with each
tuned to the channel icon dropped into place. Clicking on the channel icon will cause the
computer running MediaButtons™ to connect to the computer running MediaSwitcher™
and the video source will be changed to that particular box. This program can be very useful for example, in corporate environments where there might be a computer in a conference room and it is desired to be able to switch the video in that conference room be-
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tween diﬀerent sources. Any picture or icon of any size can be dropped into the appropriate button in the application (they are blank by default) and that icon/image will then be
loaded.
As the window is re-sized and moved around, the location and position of the buttons will
change in an attempt to display them properly in the window. Please note that at this
time, using a large number of icons (>15) will slow down loading of the program and rearrangement of the icons during resizing may not function properly. This is a known issue
and will fixed at some point in the future.
For instructions on setting up and configuring MediaButtons™ please see the MediaButtons™ Initial Setup document included with this distribution.
MediaCommand™:
MediaCommand™ is a command line/shell utility that is used to allow command line control of MediaSwitcher™. This enables MediaSwitcher™ to eﬀectively be scripted. Commands to control MediaSwitcher™ can be included in a batch file or script.
MediaCommand™ uses the MediaSwitcher™ Command Protocol as it’s command line arguments. Commands can be entered using the following syntax:
Windows:
mediacommand screen#-source# [IP_Address_of_MediaSwitcher Port_of_MediaSwitcher]
OS X and Linux:
./mediacommand screen#-source# [IP_Address_of_MediaSwitcher Port_of_MediaSwitcher]
The items IP_Address_of_MediaSwitcher and Port_of_MediaSwitcher are optional but if
used, BOTH must be included. If they are not used, there must be a filled called
“MediaCommand.ini” in the following directory:
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OS X: ~/Library/Preferences/JustAddSoftware
Windows XP: c:\Documents And Settings\USERNAME\Application Data\JustAddSoftware
Win 7: c:\users\USERNAME\AppData\Roaming\JustAddSoftware
That file needs to have 2 lines in it:
- IP Address being used by MediaSwitcher
- Port on which to connect to MediaSwitcher
This file can be created and saved using any text editor.
So for example in Windows, let’s say you want to change screen 1 to source 2 with
MediaSwitcher running on a machine with an IP address of 192.168.1.10 and using port
65000. You would execute the folliowing:
mediacommand 1-2 192.168.1.10 65000

On Mac or Linux this would be:
./mediacommand 1-2 192.168.1.10 65000
Alternatively, if the MediaCommand.ini file exists the commands would simply be:
mediacommand 1-2 for Windows and
./mediacommand 1-2 for OS X and Linux.
Any MediaSwitcher™ Control Protocol command can be sent using this utility. Please see
the MediaSwitcher IP section of this manual.
MediaCommand™ is contained inside its own folder within the MediaSwitcher distribution.
It also includes a library folder that must stay with it in order for it to properly run.
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License
JUST ADD SOFTWARE, LLC.
SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MEDIA SWITCHER™
PLEASE READ THIS SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT ("LICENSE") CAREFULLY BEFORE USING MEDIASWITCHER. BY USING THE JUST ADD SOFTWARE PRODUCT,
YOU ARE AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. IF YOU DO
NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE, DO NOT USE THE SOFTWARE. IF YOU
DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THE LICENSE, YOU MAY RETURN THE JUST ADD
SOFTWARE PRODUCT TO THE PLACE WHERE YOU OBTAINED IT FOR A REFUND.
1. General. The Just Add Software product ("MediaSwitcher" or "Media Switcher" (including any included utility programs) hereafter referred to as "MediaSwitcher") and any third
party software, documentation and any other files accompanying this License whether on
disk, in read only memory, on any other media or in any other form (collectively the "Just
Add Software product") are licensed, not sold, to you by Just Add Software LLC. ("Just
Add Software") for use only under the terms of this License, and Just Add Software reserves all rights not expressly granted to you. The terms of this License will govern any
software upgrades provided by Just Add Software that replace and/or supplement the
original Just Add Software product, unless such upgrade is accompanied by a separate license in which case the terms of that license will govern. Just Add Software retains all
ownership of the software, the source code and the user interface.
Title and intellectual property rights in and to any content displayed by or accessed
through MediaSwitcher belongs to the respective content owner. Such content may be pro-
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tected by copyright or other intellectual property laws and treaties, and may be subject to
terms of use of the third party providing such content. This License does not grant you any
rights to use such content.
2. Permitted License Uses and Restrictions.
A. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, you are granted a limited
non-exclusive license to install and use MediaSwitcher. You may not make the
MediaSwitcher available over a network where it could be used by multiple computers at the same time. You may make one copy of MediaSwitcher in machinereadable form for backup purposes only; provided that the backup copy must include all copyright or other proprietary notices contained on the original.
B. You may not and you agree not to, or to enable others to, copy (except as expressly permitted by this License), decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble, attempt to derive the source code of, decrypt, modify, create derivative works of
MediaSwitcher, or any part thereof (except as and only to the extent any foregoing
restriction is prohibited by applicable law). Any attempt to do so is a violation of
the rights of Just Add Software and its licensors of MediaSwitcher.
C. MediaSwitcher was developed in cooperation with Just Add Power solely for use
with Just Add Power's HDMI over IP product line by Just Add Power customers or
dealers who have purchased their Just Add Power HDMI over IP equipment
through authorized support channels. Any unauthorized use is prohibited and considered a breach of this license and theft of Just Add Power's and Just Add Software's intellectual property and violation of Just Add Power's and Just Add Software's copyrights.
3. Transfer. You may not rent, lease, lend, redistribute or sublicense MediaSwitcher. You
may, however, make a one-time permanent transfer of all of your license rights to
MediaSwitcher to another party, provided that: (a) the transfer must include all of the
MediaSwitcher Software, including all its component parts, original media, printed materials and this License; (b) you do not retain any copies of MediaSwitcher, full or partial, including copies stored on a computer or other storage device; and (c) the party receiving
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the MediaSwitcher Software reads and agrees to accept the terms and conditions of this
License.
4. Consent to Use of Data. You agree that Just Add Software and its subsidiaries may collect and use technical and related information, including but not limited to technical information about your computer, system and application software, and peripherals, that is
gathered periodically to facilitate the provision of software updates, product support and
other services to you (if any) related to MediaSwitcher and to verify compliance with the
terms of this License.
5. Termination. This License is eﬀective until terminated. Your rights under this License will
terminate automatically without notice from Just Add Software if you fail to comply with
any term(s) of this License. Upon the termination of this License, you shall cease all use of
the MediaSwitcher Software and destroy all copies, full or partial, of the MediaSwitcher
Software.
6. Disclaimer of Warranties. YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT USE
OF MEDIASWITCHER (AS DEFINED ABOVE) IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK AND THAT THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO SATISFACTORY QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, ACCURACY AND EFFORT
IS WITH YOU. MEDIASWITCHER IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITH ALL FAULTS AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, AND JUST ADD SOFTWARE AND JUST ADD SOFTWARE'S LICENSORS (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS "JUST ADD SOFTWARE" FOR
THE PURPOSES OF SECTIONS 6 AND 7) HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES AND
CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT TO MEDIASWITCHER, EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR
STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR
CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, OF FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCURACY, OF QUIET ENJOYMENT, AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. JUST ADD SOFTWARE DOES NOT WARRANT AGAINST INTERFERENCE WITH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF MEDIASWITCHER, THAT
THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN MEDIASWITCHER WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, THAT THE OPERATION OF MEDIASWITCHER WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR
ERROR-FREE, OR THAT DEFECTS IN MEDIASWITCHER WILL BE CORRECTED. YOU
FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGE THAT MEDIASWITCHER IS NOT INTENDED OR SUITABLE
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FOR USE IN SITUATIONS OR ENVIRONMENTS WHERE THE FAILURE OF, OR ERRORS
OR INACCURACIES IN THE CONTENT, DATA OR INFORMATION PROVIDED BY
MEDIASWITCHER COULD LEAD TO DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY, OR SEVERE PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES, AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL, LIFE SUPPORT OR WEAPONS SYSTEMS. NO ORAL OR
WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY JUST ADD SOFTWARE OR A JUST ADD
SOFTWARE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY. SHOULD
MEDIASWITCHER PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE ENTIRE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR LIMITATIONS ON APPLICABLE
STATUTORY RIGHTS OF A CONSUMER, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
7. Limitation of Liability. TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT
SHALL JUST ADD SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR PERSONAL INJURY, OR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION OR ANY OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, ARISING OUT
OF OR RELATED TO YOUR USE OR INABILITY TO USE MEDIASWITCHER, HOWEVER
CAUSED, REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY (CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE) AND EVEN IF JUST ADD SOFTWARE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR PERSONAL INJURY, OR OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. In no event shall Just Add Software's total liability to you for all damages (other than as may be required by applicable
law in cases involving personal injury) exceed the amount of fifty dollars ($50.00). The foregoing limitations will apply even if the above stated remedy fails of its essential purpose.
8. Export Control. You may not use or otherwise export or reexport MediaSwitcher except
as authorized by United States law and the laws of the jurisdiction in which MediaSwitcher
was obtained. In particular, but without limitation, MediaSwitcher may not be exported or
re-exported (a) into any U.S. embargoed countries or (b) to anyone on the U.S. Treasury
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Department's list of Specially Designated Nationals or the U.S. Department of Commerce
Denied Person’s List or Entity List. By using MediaSwitcher, you represent and warrant
that you are not located in any such country or on any such list. You also agree that you
will not use these products for any purposes prohibited by United States law, including,
without limitation, the development, design, manufacture or production of missiles, or nuclear, chemical or biological weapons.
9. Government End Users. MediaSwitcher and related documentation are "Commercial
Items", as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §2.101, consisting of "Commercial Computer
Software" and "Commercial Computer Software Documentation", as such terms are used
in 48 C.F.R. §12.212 or 48 C.F.R. §227.7202, as applicable. Consistent with 48 C.F.R.
§12.212 or 48 C.F.R. §227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4, as applicable, the Commercial
Computer Software and Commercial Computer Software Documentation are being licensed to U.S. Government end users (a) only as Commercial Items and (b) with only
those rights as are granted to all other end users pursuant to the terms and conditions
herein. Unpublished-rights reserved under the copyright laws of the United States.
10. Controlling Law and Severability. This License will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware, as applied to agreements entered into
and to be performed entirely within Delaware between Delaware residents. This License
shall not be governed by the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods, the application of which is expressly excluded. If for any reason a court of
competent jurisdiction finds any provision, or portion thereof, to be unenforceable, the remainder of this License shall continue in full force and eﬀect.
11. Complete Agreement; Governing Language. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the use of MediaSwitcher licensed hereunder
and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous understandings regarding such subject matter. No amendment to or modification of this License will be binding unless in writing and
signed by Just Add Software. Any translation of this License is done for local requirements
and in the event of a dispute between the English and any non-English versions, the English version of this License shall govern.
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